
TO USE A
VIRTUAL ASSISTANT

A  G U I D E

30+ Ways



30+ WAYS  A VIRTUAL ASSISTANT
CAN SAVE YOU TIME AND MONEY

1. EMAIL MANAGEMENT: You probably get inundated with emails on a daily basis. By simply having a
VA to help manage these emails, you can get valuable time back in your day.

This list of 30+ ways to use a VA was made to help you generate ideas on how a VA can benefit you on a
daily basis.

   • INBOX CLEANUP: If you have hundreds or even thousands of emails that you don’t know what to do  
     with, a VA can help organize your inbox. Tagging, categorizing, and deleting emails can help you 
     focus on what is most important and help prevent critical emails from getting lost.

The world is going virtual more and more every day. Having your very own virtual assistant (VA) is the new
way of getting daily help so you can make the most out of each day. However, since having a VA is a
relatively  new concept, many are not sure how to use one.

   • PROCESSING INCOMING EMAILS: It can take time to sort out spam and other unimportant emails
      from your inbox. A good VA can help you focus on only the emails you need to read. Even if you receive
      hundreds of emails each day, chances are a number of them are routine or simple inquiries – and if that’s  
      the case, a VA can respond to those emails using the guidance you provide so you don’t have to respond 
      to the same inquiries over and over. You can then focus on responding to more time-consuming 
      communication. You can even have your VA send emails only you can respond to a separate account; 
      that way you’ll never see or need to deal with the hundreds of emails your VA can respond to on your 
      behalf.

2. CALENDAR SUPPORT: If you find yourself having trouble being organized and staying on top of your
schedule, have a VA step in and happily handle it for you. Having a VA communicate to customers/clients
as your Executive Assistant can also help trim down your incoming emails by fielding more serious
inquiries and obtaining more information upfront.

   • APPOINTMENT/MEETING MANAGEMENT: A well-planned and executed lunch meeting with one
      important client could be as important to your business as a meeting with 20 or more participants. Every
      meeting has the potential to make or break your company – make sure they are planned flawlessly! A VA
      can research venues, make reservations, schedule the appointment with participants, and even follow-up 

   • OUT OF OFFICE SUPPORT: When you’re going on vacation, you don’t want to miss important messages. 
      A VA can monitor your email and forward any urgent messages while also notifying individuals that you’re 
      out of office.

E X E C U T I V E  A S S I S T A N C E  S E R V I C E S
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     a few days ahead of time to make sure your plans are all set. Let a VA take care of the details so you can    
     focus on accomplishing your goals at your meetings.

4. CLIENT RETENTION CORRESPONDENCE: It’s important to remember important people at special
times. Provide spending guidelines, mailing information, and other basic information, and your VA
can send items on your behalf.

 • THANK YOU AND FOLLOW-UP: Many businesses send notes or make phone calls to recent clients.  
    It’s a great way to say “thank you” and also to answer any questions and proactively resolve potential
    problems. A VA can send thank you cards or make post-purchase calls to new customers or clients,
    creating a memorable personal touch that can help drive repeat business and build long-term business
    relationships.

   • MEETING REMINDERS: If you find it hard to keep track of your daily itinerary, you can set up a system with 
      your VA to have reminders sent to you. Whether it’s a list of the next day’s appointments sent the evening 
      prior, or a full daily itinerary at the beginning of each day, you’ll be more on top of your schedule than ever 
      before with the help from your VA.

5. RESEARCH: Not sure which car meets your needs? Looking for a home theater system but can’t make sense
of all the different models and specifications? A VA can take into account your budget and preferences, sift
through the options, check out reviews and recommendations, and create a short list of the prime contenders
for purchase. A VA can comparison shop, find the best deals possible, and even arrange the purchase if you
prefer. A VA can also do fact-checking and article sourcing on your behalf so you can ensure you have the best
information for whatever project you may be working on for your business.

3. PHONE SERVICES: This is another communication that you may want some help managing during the
day to get off your plate. While a VA isn’t necessarily a phone answering service, a VA can handle some
phone tasks to save you time in regards to your calls.

   • VOICEMAIL MANAGEMENT: Do you receive a lot of voicemails? Do you spend a lot of time in meetings and 
      dread having to check your messages? A VA can check your voicemail on the schedule you set, prioritize 
      your messages, and even send email summaries to you in case you’re not in a position to receive calls. A VA 
      can also return routine and urgent calls, saving the important or sensitive calls for you to make when you 
      have the chance.
 
   • VERIFYING CONTACT INFORMATION: Let’s say that you want to send a direct mail broadcast and
      need to verify your prospects, some of whom have missing contact information. You can email your
      prospect list to a VA, who can go through each name, verifying spelling, title, and address, obtaining missing
      information, making corrections, and returning the list to you via an email attachment.

 • GIFTS AND CARDS: Whether they are close friends, or customers and clients, we want to remember
   important people at special times. Provide spending guidelines and other basic information, and your VA
   can track down and ship the perfect gifts, send online cards, or mail pre-signed greeting cards to everyone 
   on your list.
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6. TRAVEL: Traveling to New York City and have no time to look up car rental or hotel rates? Call upon your VA
to research and book your flight, car arrangements, and hotel stay. Your VA should have all your frequent flyer
miles, and hotel points on hand to add to your accounts.

13. REFERENCE CHECKS: You can email employment applications to a VA, who can verify past
employment, call references, and report findings to you. Furthermore, when a new employee is due to
arrive, the VA can prepare and send a welcome package.

7. COPYWRITING: Need assistance with web or blog copy? A VA can create, edit, format and/or proofread
drafts as you go along. You can take it a step further and hand everything off to a VA that’s an experienced
writer so you don’t have to write anything at all.

14. CLIENT AND TEAM ONBOARDING MANAGEMENT: So you hired a new employee or recently got a new
client, but you remember all of the extra time and tasks that have to happen next. All of the admin that follows
for onboarding including sending out and filing away contracts and important documents, updating CRM 

9. EVENT MANAGEMENT: You need a venue for your next conference, seminar or event. A VA can research
venues and contacts to determine availability, size, and specifics. The VA can then obtain written quotes,
compile a comparison, and report the findings to you. Furthermore, the VA can ensure that the necessary
equipment (projectors, screens, recorders, refreshments, amenities, etc.) will be available at the event.

8. PROJECT MANAGEMENT: You use a variety of subcontractors, employees, or team members, but you
find yourself spending all your time making sure they stay on task. Your VA can keep things running
smoothly in your stead by regularly staying in touch with everyone, using online calendars and scheduling
tools, emails, and phone calls to make sure everyone is meeting their deadlines.

12. TURN BUSINESS CARDS INTO OUTLOOK ENTRIES: Networking is critical in most businesses.
Entering information from business cards into your email address book helps you stay organized and
automatically organizes your phone or digital address book, but who really has the time to do this? Fax or scan
the business cards you receive, or send Excel or Word contact listings to a VA who can transfer the information
for you. Then, you’ll always have the information you need at your fingertips. Need all of this information also in
a CRM tool? A VA can add and update contact information there too!

11. PURCHASING AND SUPPLY PROCUREMENT: Your VA can set up online accounts on your behalf
with your suppliers. Your VA works with you or your accountant to set up lines of credit with vendors and
monitors keeping credit information current and accurate. Furthermore, if you need to purchase new software,
office equipment, or specialized product, a VA researches models and versions, can call several vendors to
obtain pricing information, ensures that the product meets your requirements, and reports findings to you. 
The VA can then purchase items on your behalf. If an item requires on-site setup, your VA can make those
arrangements as well as confirm dates/times and travel information.

10. POWERPOINT PRESENTATIONS: When you need a PowerPoint presentation for a seminar, a VA can
step in to help. You can scan or email sketches of diagrams and charts to the VA, who can prepare the
PowerPoint slides. A VA can also arrange for someone to show the slideshow at your event if you’d like.
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records, and any necessary communication during this initial time is something that your VA can take over in
your stead to ensure a ready-to-work employee or a successful first impression for a new client.

18. NEWSLETTERS AND EZINES: You want to publish a quarterly newsletter. You can provide content to
your VA or have them help with articles. Your VA designs and prepares the newsletter, and emails it to
your mailing list using an electronic newsletter program. You can take this one step further if your VA has
marketing experience and set up email automation drip campaigns so that you are consistently staying
in front of your client or customer base with little effort.

   • POSTINGS AND MANAGEMENT: Your VA can assist with a full social media calendar on your accounts
      by creating and executing content. The VA can follow websites and blogs that pertain to your industry
      and suggests updates and posts you can use to build your visibility online. Your VA can also monitor and     
      respond to messages that come in via your social networks to make sure everything is being answered.

   • ACCOUNT STARTUP: If you don’t have social media accounts set up yet, a VA can get you started. The  
     VA can create accounts using login credentials you prefer, enter the detailed information about your
     company, post profile and cover photos, etc.

16. PERSONAL ASSISTANCE: Need to order groceries for your home? Wish you could meal plan but don’t
have the time? Need to arrange childcare? Need to set up lawn service next Friday? A VA doesn’t have to
strictly complete professional tasks, but can also assist with personal tasks too. From setting up all of your
personal appointments to sitting on hold with your insurance company or cable company so you don't
have to, a VA can help get you time back in your day.

15. NEW JOB SUPPORT: Let’s say that you want to make a career change. Your VA can prepare or update
a resume and cover letter for you, research job openings, and submit resumes to potential employers, tailoring
each to a particular employer. After an interview, your VA can promptly mail out a thank-you follow-up letter 
to your potential employer.

19. MARKETPLACE TYPE SITES POSTING: If you sell a product and want the maximum exposure possible,
posting to online classifieds can be a great way to get the word out. Posting ads on a regular basis to a
number of sites and cities can be exceptionally time-consuming. Give your VA an ad template, a list of cities,
and the rest of your requirements, and your ads will appear on schedule. You can spend more time fulfilling
orders instead of endlessly prospecting for new clients.

info@vavavirtual.com 888.603.9997

17. SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT: Let’s face it, social media for businesses is a must. For many, it can also
be daunting and tedious, and therefore difficult to strategize around. Whether it’s focusing on one
platform or having multiple, a VA can help create and manage your sites ongoing.
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DID YOU KNOW? VaVa Virtual offers a SOCIAL MEDIA STRATEGY ROADMAP service? We meet with
you and conduct a deep dive into your business that produces a strategy to help you achieve your
social media goals. Let us help you set up for online success!

https://vavavirtual.com/
https://vavavirtual.com/social-media-strategy-roadmap/
https://calendly.com/meetvava


25. INVOICING CLIENTS: You need to invoice your clients. You can email your VA with number of hours to
be billed to each client. The VA prepares and mail/e-mails invoices. Alternatively, the VA can set up a way
for you to track your hours with cloud-based software and bill clients regularly.

   • PAYMENTS: Want to get rid of the pesky task of paying your bills? You can scan, mail, or fax them to a
      VA, or a VA can set up an online bill payment service with payment authorization for you. Your VA can
      prepare payments and enter them into the accounting software that you can also view from your own    
      computer. Your VA can also notify you of how much money to deposit into accounts to pay bills or mail
      them back to you for signature and mailing.

26. BILL PAY SERVICES: Paying bills is a never-ending task that pops up on a weekly, monthly, biannual, or
annual basis. You can set up auto-pay on a lot of bills to get those off your plate, but if you don’t want to have to
pay or have to remember to pay any of them, a VA can help.

22. GRAPHIC DESIGN: With everything being digital nowadays, it’s imperative to have good images
representing your company and brand. This can include logos, cover photos, and branded images to post
on social media, your website, blogs, etc. A VA can help with all these on a regular basis so you constantly
have attention-grabbing imagery being broadcasted with your brand.

21. WEBSITE MAINTENANCE: A VA can be a valuable partner in not only maintaining content and graphic
updates but also with other website nuances which are typically overlooked. These tasks could include
regular web analytics reports, setting up ad campaigns, online shop setup and maintenance, creating
new layouts and templates, and scheduling new content to be published on your website or blog.

23. PRINTED MATERIALS: Need to have a brochure created to hand out? Need a new business card design? A
VA can help design, create, and set up a high-quality product in the necessary software with any required
bleeds. A VA can even set up the purchase of the printed materials so they are delivered to your business
without you having to do a thing.

24. BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: Keeping your finances in order on a daily, weekly, and monthly basis is crucial to
your business’s success and growth. A bookkeeping VA can provide you with reports, develop a budget,
balance your bank charges, etc. in a way that helps you constantly stay on top of your finances.

F I N A N C I A L  S U P P O R T  S E R V I C E S

20. WEBSITE: If you need changes on your website, or would like to create a new look, your VA can step in to
help. A VA can edit content, reorganize information, add images, publish blogs, create/change contact forms,
etc. Also, if you don’t yet have a website or your current one is starting to look outdated, your VA can design
and execute a new or updated look for it as well.

W E B S I T E / G R A P H I C  D E S I G N  S E R V I C E S
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DID YOU KNOW? In understanding that every website is unique in its message, VaVa Virtual likes to
start with a WEBSITE CONSULTATION where you can meet with a Web Developer and your Account
Success Manager to discuss your website goals. Let us help you elevate your website!

https://vavavirtual.com/
https://calendly.com/meetvava


29. CUSTOMER SERVICE: With a web conference, there is a lot of communication with your participants
involved and it’s necessary to stay on top of it to ensure participants have a good experience. If you need
emails and questions answered during your event, your VA can handle all incoming inquiries and make
sure the event runs seamlessly.

34. VIDEO TUTORIALS OF HOMES: Are you trying to sell a home, but no one is coming to open houses?
You can take a video of the home and send it to your VA, and the VA will edit it, add an intro/outro,
include music, and then publish it to market it to your audience.

32. CLIENT COMMUNICATION/SCHEDULING: You spend too much time scheduling showings and
reporting to clients, with many phone calls back and forth. Your VA can keep in touch with clients and
handle the scheduling for you by using a calendar you can both access online with the touch of a
button.

30. AUDIO/VIDEO EDITING: Do you have videos or podcasts that will be airing for your event? Make sure
they are in perfect shape for viewing by having your VA edit each one to include a branded intro/outro for
your audience, cut out unwanted clips, etc. Having a good video can make or break your event so make
sure they’re perfect with the help of a VA.

33. ONLINE LISTING MANAGEMENT: Furthermore, you can send your VA new listings, changes to current
listings, price reductions, etc. and the VA can enter the information into the MLS. The VA can also email
your potential clients about the updates.

28. PODCAST SUPPORT: Do you need help procuring and scheduling guests for your podcast? What about
reaching out and garnering information from upcoming guests to have before the interview or to post
about for upcoming shows? A VA can easily take those tedious tasks off of your plate. A VA can also help
after the podcast is recorded, by posting the podcast online with captions and show notes. 

31. NEW CLIENT PACKET: You have a motivated seller and want to emphasize that you’re organized,
professional, and committed to their needs. Your VA can prepare a pre-listing/pre-sale package, including
your resume of past sales, client testimonials, advice about pricing, selling time and staging, and other
important questions to think about. You send your VA the seller’s contact info and the VA prints and sends
the package. This can give you both an advantage for listing appointments and decrease the length of
appointments.

R E A L  E S T A T E  S E R V I C E S

27. SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS: Are you interested in running a teleseminar or webinar? Your VA can
set up the seminar, coordinate speakers, and do a technical run-through with you and/or other
presenters. During the event, the VA monitors the seminar and troubleshoots any issues that may come
up during the event. Afterward, your VA can arrange to sell or share a recorded version of your
teleseminar as needed.

W E B  C O N F E R E N C E  S E R V I C E S
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   • REMINDERS: You prefer to pay your own bills, but need reminders to pay in a timely manner. Your VA
     can remind you by e-mail or telephone when due dates arrive.

https://vavavirtual.com/


Here are some examples of Income-Producing
Tasks:

TYPICALLY, THERE ARE TWO TYPES OF WORK:  
 •  BUSINESS THAT MAKES  US MONEY, AND 

    •  TASKS THAT COST  US MONEY.

Ultimately, you want to focus your time on the activities that grow your list of
leads.

Basically, at its core, this is all a numbers game. Consistently prospecting and growing your list of leads is an
excellent use if your time and energy as a business owner. Here are some ways to do that:

• Go to networking events and meet people.
• Run marketing ads. (e.g. Facebook)
• Frequently promote your list building magnets on social media. This is the freebie you offer in exchange
  for someone’s name and email.
• Get more media! This includes getting interviewed on podcasts, talking to reporters and pitching the
  media to feature you.

• CREATING NEW OFFERINGS: What extra benefits can you offer as an upsell? The more options you 
  can offer, the greater the financial reward.

• EMAIL MARKETING: Email marketing can increase revenue. If you aren’t marketing yourself to your list, 
  then you’re not making money. Of course, the emails need to be well written and make people want 
  to click on the link.

• FOLLOW-UPS: Most business owners fear follow-ups because they don’t want to pester. But, similar to 
  email marketing, people have a lot going on so you need to send them constant reminders. It takes an 
  average of seven points of contact before someone is ready to purchase, which means you’re leaving 
  serious money on the table if you don’t follow-up. Sales occur because you followed up with someone.

• SALES CALLS: If you’re not selling, you’re not making money. Period. The easiest way to do this quickly 
  is by offering free consultations. If the prospect is a good fit, you can turn that into a sale.

• PITCHING: Cold pitching includes email and phone. Compile a list of specific prospects, then pitch your 
  business with individualized emails or phone calls.

• PROSPECTING AND GROWING YOUR LIST OF LEADS: In order to consistently make more money, you need
  to grow your leads. After all, sales funnels are called that for a reason. Essentially, you get all the leads and   
  the top of the funnel, but not all of them are going to buy. As you go down the funnel, it gets thinner.
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T A K E  T H E  S E L F - A S S E S S M E N T  Q U E S T I O N N A I R E

O R

GET STARTED WITH A VA TODAY, LET ’ S TALK!

V A L U E -  C O S T  T A S K  A S S E S S M E N T

Your time in your business is valuable. Spending it on repetitive or low-value tasks could be detrimental to
your bottom line. The goal is to focus on high-value activities like growing your business, spending time with
friends and family, and pursuing your passions. 

The only way to do this to eliminate the low-value tasks in your business. Which of the below low-value tasks
are you currently spending time on when you could be dedicating your efforts to more important things?
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W H Y  A  V A  I S  T H E
T E A M  M E M B E R  
Y O U ’ V E  B E E N  M I S S I N G
As a business owner or a nonprofit leader, your
team is not complete until you have the time
to focus on your goals. If you’re running from
meeting to meeting every day and are bogged
down by administrative tasks, you’re not able
to focus on the big picture goals that will allow
you to grow your organization. Read more...

H O W  T O  D E T E R M I N E
W H A T  H E L P  I S  R I G H T
F O R  Y O U R  B U S I N E S S

Growing a small business is challenging and
often requires more hours in a day than you

have to give. It also takes more energy and
creativity than may seem possible. While the
process can be an uphill battle at times, the

journey of growing your business is deeply
rewarding. Read more...
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